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The 4
greatest
threats

to public sector
information management.
And how to tackle them in the secure cloud!

Secure information
management and
compliance has become
increasingly risky and
more complex in 2021.

As organisations use cloud platforms in greater
numbers to drive IT efficiencies and productivity,
the need to become cloud secure and cloud
compliant has risen in tandem.

With increased cyber attacks, more remote
working due to covid, and a global skills shortage
in cloud and cyber security - it is harder than
ever to get the right systems in place that allow
public sector workers to collaborate securely.
In this environment, secure information
compliance and records management of course - remains vital.
This is for reasons of regulatory and legal
compliance, along with ensuring adequate data
security. Information - in all its sources - needs
to be accurate, up to date, and correct. Citizen
transactions and key records, for example
healthcare data, need to remain incredibly
secure and resilient to cyberattacks or data
leaks. Equally, at the upper end of sovereign
interests and confidentiality, public sector
information needs to be protected effectively
and securely for national security reasons.
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If information compliance
and records management
is mission-critical for the
public sector, what are the
key blockers standing in its
way in 2021 and beyond?
Here at The Citadel Group, we’ve compiled a
guide covering the most prominent risks
currently facing the public sector in this field,
distilling everything we’ve learnt over the past 30
years helping more than 500 clients and bringing
over 50,000 users to the secure cloud.
This guide outlines the 4 greatest threats to
achieving best practice in information and
records management, and offers a leading
secure cloud information management solution
for your consideration.
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Threat 01

Lacking
integration
compliance
with core
platforms

To meet compliance requirements, Australian
government digital transformation initiatives
call for the modernising of integrations
when using 3rd party software applications,
tools and services. For most government
departments taking action on this, the trend is
to move away from .NET to REST API.

For example, with all of government in
Australia either using or planning to
standardise usage of the Microsoft 365
platform to manage their collaboration and
communication requirements, there remains
a risk that departments or public sector
organisations may not be meeting their
legislative requirements.
This is due to the fact that, currently,
Microsoft 365 does not meet Australian
records compliance obligations out of the box.
It can however become compliant through
integrations with a compliant system (such as
Citadel IX), or by configuring Microsoft 365 to
meet records compliance requirements.
As a case in point, Public Records Office
Victoria now requires that departments
either integrate Microsoft 365 with a
compliant system, or they configure Microsoft
365 to identify and mitigate any high risk
areas in records management.
The solution here is clear - mitigate the risk
through integrations with a compliant system.
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Cyber risk is on the rise in governments
globally, and Australia is not immune.

Threat 02

Cybersecurity
threats making
information
more
vulnerable

The threats are very real, on the rise,
and come in varying forms: According
to Cyber.gov.au, malicious cyber activity
against Australia’s national and economic
interests is increasing in frequency, scale, and
sophistication. As Techjury.net reports, there
were 20 million breached records globally
in March 2021, ransomware cases grew by
150% in 2020 as people worked remotely
away from firewalls, and a new attack happens
every 39 seconds today on the web.
Public sector healthcare organisations are
being targeted to the tune of cost US$6 trillion
in losses. 75% of healthcare organizations
worldwide have reported some kind of data
breach, with phishing (68%) and malware
(41%) attacks causing the most damage.
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In this setting, vulnerabilities abound.
Here are the top issues we’ve encountered
and remedied for clients:
• Servers are not being patched and have
poorly configured firewalls
• New technologies are not being
penetration tested
• Key staff, IT partners, and teams are not
being trained on cyber security or gaining
security clearance
• Increased vulnerability due to remote
working outside the safety of public sector
firewalls

The increases in cyber criminal activity are
accelerating the need for protected level
information to use IRAP certified security,
particularly with information government
departments are responsible.
IRAP stands for the Information Security
Registered Assessors Program, an Australian
Signals Directorate (ASD initiative to provide
high quality information and communications
technology security assessment services to
government and industry.
In short, if you collaborate on Protected Level
content, or work under threat of cyber attack
then you need to make sure your Electronic
Document and Records Management
(EDRMS) cloud solution and managed
service partners are IRAP certified.
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Threat 03

Not adhering
to government
strategy and
legislation

The Australian Government has an
ambitious agenda to transform digital
service delivery set out in the ‘Secure Cloud
Strategy’ directive from the Digital
Transformation Agency. ( DTA )
Cloud solutions offer reusable digital
platforms at a lower cost, and shifts service
delivery to a faster, more reliable digital
channel. In this respect, cloud services have
the opportunity to make agencies and
departments more responsive, convenient,
available and user-focused. All good things.
But… it’s imperative that public sector
organisations adhere to the DTA’s guidelines.
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That means adopting key principles of the strategy so that
any cloud-based solutions have a set of common shared
platforms and capabilities including the following:
• 	
IRAP level security: all departments and agencies with
protected level information, should have a platform
for PROTECTED information management to reduce
enclaves in agencies, and continue to iterate cloud.gov.au
as an exemplar platform.
• 	
Single Sign On & OAuth: federated identity
management for government to enable better
collaboration in the cloud.
Whole-of-government efficiencies: to reduce the cost
• 	
of developing and maintaining technology and reduce
the duplication of capabilities across government.
The key here is knowing what format your cloud data is
being stored in and being able to have that data returned,
ensuring you know where all copies of the data are held
so you can ensure deletion, including audit logs, and that
plans/contingencies for data corruption or loss are in place.
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Threat 04

Overlooking
compliance
with
evolving data
sovereignty
laws

The Australian government is examining the
sovereignty requirements that should apply
to certain datasets held by the public sector,
due to a range of bi-lateral agreements, in
addition to the existing Protective Security
Policy Framework.

This means the Federal Government is
looking at whether “certain datasets of
concern” – likely those relating to sensitive
personal information – should be declared
as sovereign datasets.
The implication means organisations
should be planning ahead and making sure
information compliance stays ahead of the
threat for compromising data. These datasets
would only be able to be “hosted in Australia,
in accredited data centres, across Australian
networks, and only accessed by the Australian
government and our Australian service
providers”, according to Government Services
Minister, Stuart Robert.1
So how do you address these 4 threats
and de-risk your information management
strategy and systems?
Being aware of which information
management solutions can meet these
localised needs is an important first step
for the Australian public sector.

1 https://www.itnews.com.au/news/govt-ponders-new-sovereignty-rules-for-datasets-550162
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How can you
mitigate the
threats and
complexities?

The Issues:
> Lack of system and
integration compliance
> Increasing cyber
attack threats
> Increasing remote working

De-risk with:
Standard Microsoft 365,
SSO integrations with
extendable REST APIs
IRAP Protected Level
Security. Patched &
penetration tested systems

> Not adhering to secure
cloud strategy and
legislation

Single sign on & Thin
CM10 client

> Evolving data sovereignty
requirements

Move project from CAPEX
to OPEX with
a full-managed service
Reduce demands on
internal IT infrastructure &
shared services.
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Introducing
Citadel IX
Australia’s most secure cloud
enterprise content management
solution.

Citadel IX is the #1 EDRMS SaaS platform, selected by
Micro Focus globally, to help enterprises and public
sector organisations meet all their records, regulatory,
data and content management needs in the secure
cloud as a fully managed service.

As the industry-leading Content Manager solution, you’ll be
able to lower your risk, internal effort and ultimately, total
cost of ownership all in one fully managed service. Citadel IX
customers regularly report cost reductions of 25-50%, which
delivers a positive ROI on their investment faster.
Citadel IX is IRAP and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified and
features over 90 compliance certifications, including more
than 50 specific to global regions and countries, including
the US, the European Union, Germany, Australia, Japan, the
United Kingdom, India, and China. In addition, a dedicated
Security Operation Centre operates 24×7 to continually
protect all customer information.
As the only global partner for Micro Focus Content
Manager, Citadel IX now delivers enterprise records and
information management as an innovative managed
service solution for the first time. That means no more
costly upgrades and systems maintenance as you benefit
from a fully managed cloud service which allows you to
direct your resources elsewhere.

The Citadel IX platform is favoured
across Australia’s public sector, councils
education and health industries.
Our secure information management
features include:
•

	Secure cloud Content Manager

•

	IRAP level security

•

	Fully managed service

•

	Single sign-on

•

	Microsoft 365 Integration

•

	Extendable with modern REST APIs

•

	 calable infrastructure with
S
Microsoft Azure
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The Commercial
Case for Moving
to the Secure
Cloud
Public sector organisations successfully moving
to the cloud are able to:
•

Achieve cost reductions of 25-50%and
deliver a faster ROI

•

Get there 5x faster using a strong
business case for doing so

•

Quantify existing unnecessary costs and
potential savings

•

Remove unnecessary IT infrastructure
costs and overheads

•

Transform operations by moving EDRMS
maintenance to a SaaS model

How
about you?
Click here to try the Citadel IX Total Cost
Of Ownership Savings Calculator to
build your own business case.

CALCULATE NOW

Book
a demo
Are you interested in booking a quick and
convenient online demo Citadel IX?
Visit citadelgroup.com.au/citadelix

BOOK NOW
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